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### Sálfraði


### Félagssráði


Playful identities through digital media :homo ludens 2.0. /Michiel de Lange.Amsterdam :Amsterdam University Press,2014.


Aðferðarfræði


Leikskólafræði


Skólastjórnun / Menntastefnur


Málvísindi/ móðurmálskennsla
An introduction to bilingual development /Annick De Houwer.Bristol ;Buffalo :Multilingual Matters,c2009.

Bilingual first language acquisition /Annick De Houwer. Bristol, UK; Buffalo, NY: Multilingual Matters, c2009.


Identity texts: the collaborative creation of power in multilingual schools /edited by Jim Cummins and Margaret Early. Stoke on Trent; Sterling, Va.: Trentham Books, c2011.


Kennslufræði / skólastarf
17,000 classroom visits can’t be wrong: strategies that engage students, promote active learning, and boost achievement / John V. Antonetti & James R. Garver. Alexandria, VA: ASCD, [2014].


Designing effective instruction / Gary R. Morrison, Old Dominion University, Steven M. Ross, Johns Hopkins University, Howard K. Klalman, Ithaca College, Jerrold E. Kemp, Professor Emeritus, San Jose State University. 7th ed., Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, [2013].


Bókmenntir


Heilsufræði
An introduction to bilingual development / Annick De Houwer. Bristol; Buffalo: Multilingual Matters, c2009.


Ípróttafræði


Tómsgstundafraði / unglingastarf


Leikræn tjáning


Háskólar

End of academic freedom :the coming obliteration of the core purpose of the university /by William M. Bowen, Cleveland State University; Michael Schwartz, Cleveland State University; and Lisa Camp, Case Western Reserve University.Charlotte, North Carolina :Information Age Publishing, Inc.,2014.


Sustainability assessment tools in higher education institutions :mapping trends and good practices around the world /Sandra Caeiro ... [et al.] New York, NY :Springer Berlin Heidelberg,2013.
Doktorsritgerðir


Meistaraprófsritgerðir


It’s all about attitude : how eight educators view and value preschool visual art education /Michelle Sonia Horne. Reykjavík, 2015.


